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1. Value Proposition of Rent the Runway 
Rent the Runway (RTR) is an online platform that rents out 
designer clothing  for a few days at a time. RTR makes 
expensive designer items more affordable for up to 10% of 
the original price (Rao, 2013). In this chapter the value 
proposition canvas for RTR is discussed. The focus for this 
chapter is on the Customer Segment. The Value Proposition 
has been pictured as well to see how RTR fits with the 
customer segment.  

 
THE CUSTOMER  
The target customer is  a woman, often in her mid-twenties , 
she lives around a city and she is a well paid professional 
(Galbraith, 2013; Lieber, 2018).  “The customers work, often 
long hours, and despite being well paid live in a highly 
consumerist society. There is always more that they want to 
buy, and this exerts great pressure on their wallets.” (Hyman 
J., Fleiss J., n.d.).   

 
Customer Segment 
CUSTOMER JOBS 
She has to maintain/uptain status and wear quality clothing, 
which leads to the customers most important job: having 
obtained the most beautiful clothing for every occasion, 
especially important events.  She likes to shop, get the high 
of buying something new and has to accordingly manage her 
budget. The clothing that she owns, she has to store in her 
closet. She has to maintain them by dry cleaning and ironing. 

 
PAINS 
If one looks at the ‘Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs pyramide’ 
the needs of the customer of RTR would fall in ‘Belongingness 
and love needs’ and ‘Esteem needs’ (Poston, 2009). 
Belongingness and love needs is about the social level of a 
person, it can lead to approval seeking, wanting to belong in 
a group (Poston, 2009). A pain related to this need would be 
that the customer of RTR wants to maintain or increase her 
social status by wearing valuable clothing, but she is not able 
to afford it. Social media has an impact as well, as women 
think they cannot show the same outfit twice, it could lead to 
a decrease of social status (Bertoni,. 2014).  

Esteem needs is about high or low self esteem. It comes after 
‘Belongingness and love needs’ is fulfilled (Poston, 2009). A 
high self esteem could be obtained by looking good and by 
fitting in the social group. The pain that is derived from that 
could be when the clothing the customers wear are not fitting 
them properly, are cheap-looking or not fitted to the 
occasion. 
Other pains are the buyer's remorse,  in which a purchase did 
not meet a need, was disappointing or was purchased 
incorrectly (Fyda, Ross, 2006). She has “a closet full of clothes 
and nothing to wear” and “spent a lot of time and money on 
our clothes, but never had what we wanted” (Hyman J., Fleiss 
J., n.d.).  She might even have run into credit card debt 
because she wants designer items she cannot afford (Rent 
The Runway n.d.).  

 
GAINS 
She would love to have access to an unlimited variety of good 
quality clothing that is within her budget and that does not 
clutter her closet.  It would increase her feeling of social 
acceptance and self esteem if she could always wear the right 
outfit that fits her properly and makes her look beautiful. She 
wants to be able to dress for an incredible life and be able to 
express herself (Hyman, Fleiss, n.d.). 

 
Value Proposition 
MARKET VALUE 
The average american buys 64 new pieces of clothing a year 
(Bertoni, 2014). This means there is a demand for a constant 
stream of new clothing. RTR started with the focus on special 
occasions because that concept was easy to explain. It also is 
a $1.7 trillion fashion industry (Recode Staff, 2017). A 
demand for renting dresses was suggested by the fact that 
possibly 35 to 75 percent of women had already been renting 
dresses illegally by wearing them and then returning them 
(Recode Staff, 2017). 

 
PRODUCT & SERVICES 
Rent the runway has its website, where users can browse and 
rent designer clothing according to their postal code. They 
provide a renting service under a membership or with 4-
day/8-day rental (RTR n.d.). The website also serves as a 
platform for reading and writing reviews of the items. RTR 
does the dry cleaning and washing of the clothing and 
arranges that there is an insurance policy to reduce conflicts 
when, for example, something is slightly broken (RTR n.d.). 
The rented clothing comes in a reusable garment bag which 
makes it easy to store the items and to send them back easily, 
the bag has the right addresses with it (RTR n.d.). In America, 
RTR has stores where customers can ask questions and return 
the bags. 

 



GAIN CREATORS 
RTR creates easy access to top brands for a small part of the 
price. That makes it possible to shop more frequently. 
Customers do not have to wash the clothing themselves, the 
clothing are professionally washed. Together with the 
insurance,  the worry around stains is reduced. With the 
online platform customers can see how clothing fits on 
different body types. RTR is constantly adding new items 
(Chang, 2018) making it a constantly varying closet in the 
cloud. 

 
PAIN RELIEVERS 
Customers can save money on the items they desire, and/or 
are now able to afford them. They save closet space when 
they replace the buying with the renting. Because some of 
the responsibilities of owning the clothing are taken away, 
and the price is reduced, it can take less time to make 
decisions. By renting, the buyer's remorse has been made 
irrelevant, because you don't really buy the items (Oakley. 
2018). 

Customer segment 

Customer Jobs Gains Pains 

 - Get new clothing/designer objects in order 
to look beautiful at events 

 - Get status 
 - Quality products 
 - Pay for clothing 
 - Stock clothing 

 - Dress for the incredible life she 
leads 

 - An unlimited closet  
 - Less expensive 
 - More clothing 
 - More freely express herself 

- Not able to get the clothing she 
wants/needs to maintain social 
status 
- Time and money spent 
 -Buyer’s remorse 
- Never satisfied 
- A full closet 
- Credit card debt 

 

 Tables of the value proposition canvas redesigned for readability. The order is from most important(up) to least(low). 

2. Pursuit of idea 
How did Jennifer Hyman pursue her idea with the 
stakeholders? 
Hyman pursued her idea with the stakeholders by showing 
real results rather than telling about the plans - she managed 
to prove the demand for her idea through experiments 
comparable to what is taught in the Lean Startup 
methodology: Hyman went through a full build-measure-
learn  cycle (Ries, 2011) with the early phase experiments. 
They pursued stakeholders to go with their idea by cold 

calling designers they wanted to pitch to. cold-called Diane 
von Furstenberg (DVF) to see if they could get their service 
offered through her website. Their initial idea was to offer 
their service as a B2B product: making their service accessible 
through other businesses allowing them to not only sell, but 
also rent out their inventory. RTR would here only ensure 
customer management and order management, leaving the 
business customer to do the work of distribution, cleaning, 
repairing and analyzing product wear & tear. They could not 
get the designers to feature their service through their own 
channels because of risk of failing and cannibalisation of 

Value Proposition 

Product & services Gain Creators Pain Relievers 

- Renting designer items 
 - Dry cleaning/washing 
 - Website 
 - Insurance 
 - Stores 
 - Reusable garment bag 
 - Old dresses are sold off  

 - Access to top brands/status symbols. 
 - Shop frequently. 
 - No hazards regarding staines 
 - Insights on how it fits other 

customers 
 - A closet (in the cloud) that is 

constantly changing 

 - Make the buyer’s remorse irrelevant 
 - Saving money 
 - Closet space 
 - Able to afford designer items 
 - Less time in making the decision 



existing revenues. To solve this, Hyman pivoted her business 
idea and decided to take the risk out of the designers’ hands 
and offer the service through her own website as a B2C 
product, named ‘Rent the Runway’. She convinced partner of 
Bain Capital, Scott Friend to fund her idea and provide capital 
needs to buy this inventory by showing a shared commitment 
to a learn-by-doing mentality (Furr & Dyer, 2014). 
 
How did Jennifer persuade them to provide their designs for 
her company? 
DVF was initially negative about the idea of Hyman because 
she thought it would cannibalize her existing sales. After 
Hyman found out that most of DVFs clients were between 50-
60 years of age, Hyman claimed that RTR would help DVF 
reach a wider, younger audience (Raz, 2018).  RTR was able 
to add value to a younger audience because of the product-
market fit with these people. DVF products became 
affordable because of the rental service provided by RTR. 
Because other designers were very negative about the rental 
idea, they first had to purchase the products from wholesale 
in order to rent it out. This grew to 500+ designer brands 
partnering with RTR. With recent developments, designer 
brands can rent their products through the RTR platform and 
gather invaluable data insight on their product usage and 
demand. The revenue is split between RTR and the product 
owner (Chang, L. 2018). 
 
What were the difficulties and challenges they 
experienced?  
Negativity and scepticism of designers in the first phases 
proved a challenge of getting products for their rental 
concept, denigrating interruption during a presentation in 
front of investors (Furr & Dyer, 2014). DVF was not willing to 
meet the RTR founders a second time, cancelling an 
appointment minutes before they were about to meet. Sexist 
reactions towards Hyman’s assertivity. Also a venture 
capitalist tried to ruin Hyman’s career as a CEO by telling one 
of the board members that she would not respond to him. 
The VC contacted her through text messages which were 
sexist and explicit (Raz, 2018). 
 
How did they resolve them? 
Most of the challenges faced by the RTR founders were sexist 
or sceptic in nature. Hyman worked around this by showing 
incredible assertivity, boldness and pushing through the 
situations. The main thing Hyman did was going on despite 
the challenges and negativity along the way.  
The challenge regarding the cancelled meeting with DVF was 
resolved by going to DVF anyways and showing up 
unexpectedly on the appointed time, being a bit bold and still 
pursuing what she wants to achieve. The problem with the 
VC sending inappropriate text messages was resolved 

because Hyman opened up about what was happening. She 
told all stakeholders about the issue at hand, receiving 
support from everyone. The decision was made to stop 
working with this VC and his firm (Raz, 2018). 
 
3. Jennifer and Jenny’s trials 
Once Jennifer came up with the idea that could help young 
women wear different dresses without breaking the bank, 
she had her hypothesis. The next step was to test this 
hypothesis. According to the introductory chapter in The 
Innovators Method (Furr & Dyer, 2014), she teamed up with 
classmate Jenny Fleiss; Together they devised a series of 
experiments to test the assumption they had about their 
target audience using techniques reminiscent of the lean 
startup method as described by Eric Ries (Ries, 2011). 

 
The chapter goes on to describe their initial experiments: In 
their first experiment they tested the following hypotheses: 
1) “middle- to upper-class young women [will] rent a designer 
dress if it is available at one-tenth the retail price” and 2) 
“women who rent the dresses [will] return them in good 
condition” (Furr & Dyer, 2014). They did this by developing a 
minimum viable product (a small scale, low-fi, low effort 
version of their service) by borrowing and buying 130 
dresses, then organising an event where young female 
Harvard undergrads could try them on and—if they chose to 
do so—rent them. 140 women came to the experiment to 
view the dresses. 53 of them ended up renting one, and only 
two of those dresses were returned with stains which were 
easily removed. This first pilot also showed that many women 
did not rent because they could not find a dress they liked, 
they also adapted by offering more different dresses in 
subsequent experiments. 
Hyman and Fleiss devised the next experiment to test more 
hypotheses. This time their hypotheses were: 3) women will 
rent dresses they cannot try on and 4) more women will rent 
a dress if there are more options. To test this they ran an 
experiment similar to the previous one, this time at the Yale 
campus. This time, women were allowed to see the dresses 
before renting, but not allowed to try them on. This proved 
successful when they rented dresses to 55% of visitors 
(opposed to 53% at the Harvard pilot). One might note they 
tested two hypotheses at the same time and changed two 
variables. This is scientifically incorrect because it is unclear 
which variable affected the percentage of people renting 
dresses, but for testing the validity of their business it suffices 
and saves time running more experiments. 
Finally Hyman and Fleiss had gained enough insight to be 
confident in running their final test in New York by giving one 
thousand women in the target audience the option to rent a 
dress from a picture. This experiment showed that approx. 
5% of women would try the service. This was significantly less 



than previous setups, but still enough to validate their 
hypothesis and conclude that their idea was viable. 

 
What we can learn from this is that it is not always needed to 
write a business plan —Jennifer didn’t have one. Another 
approach to initializing a startup is hypothesis-driven 
entrepreneurship (Eisenmann, et Al., 2011), where one starts 
by formulating an hypothesis by concretizing the 
assumptions you have about the market and testing these 
through means of experiments. These experiments don’t 
need to use too many of the early business’ resources, they 
can be minimal and low-fi (use minimum viable products  -
MVP’s) as long as they embody the hypothesis that needs to 
be tested. 

 
“A-Ha” moment 
With each trial, Hyman and Fleiss gained new insights on the 
needs and desires of their potential customers and  how to 
address them. Along the journey of Rent The Runway 
becoming a large enterprise, we found several “A-Ha” 
moments of which we want to highlight the two most striking 
moments. First, during the first trial at Harvard, Hyman and 
Fleiss found the emotional effect their concept had on young 
women. As later said in an interview with Guy Raz, “I saw 
women stripping down, trying on dresses. Feeling beautiful. I 
saw their facial expressions change.” - Hyman (Raz, 2018). 
Later on in the same interview, Hyman concluded “.. this 
could be a business that is not about offering a rational or 
smart choice, but it also could be a business that is delivering 
something emotional to her, making her feel beautiful every 
single day.”. This moment of realisation (the A-Ha moment), 
created the feeling of being on the right track and made not 
only the potential customers confident but Hyman and Fleiss 
as well as they found a strong purpose for their company. 
Nowadays, the key value of providing this emotional change 
of feeling confident is still one of the key pillars of Rent The 
Runway. In addition, as written in chapter one, this key value 
fits within the levels of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs 
described as: Love/Belonging and Esteem (McLeod, 2018).  

 
The second “A-Ha” moment is found at a later stage of the 
development of the company: RTR is rather a technology 
company than a fashion company (Bertoni, 2014). As RTR 
experienced a year long slump, internal goals were missed 
and projects could not continue. Hyman concluded, "It forced 
a very important come--to--Jesus moment," (Bertoni, 2014). 
Since that year, RTR considers itself more a technology 
company than a fashion company. As a result, RTR pivoted 
the company structure without changing the vision of 
enabling women to feel inspired, beautiful and confident for 

a lower price. By hiring data scientists, business analysts and 
(web)programmers, RTR paved their path towards a 
sustainable technology firm. In addition, resources from 
other industries, such as dry cleaner and logistics were 
attracted to the company. As Hyman says, Rent The Runway 
is now a “fashion company with a technology soul” (Bertoni, 
2014). 

 
4. Business model 
Before RTR figured out a business model that could work, RTR 
first investigated the problems and possible solutions. When 
this was done, they wanted to validate their business model 
and starting experimenting. These experiments led to some 
pivot points as described in question 3. These experiments 
resulted in a change of strategy where they switched from a 
business model as a fulfillment partner for existing designers 
to a Netflix- like business model  (Furr & Dyer, 2014). A few 
changes needed to be done to this business model in order 
to make it successful and fit with RTR. These changes include 
for example that RTR sells a product for a particular time and 
place. They came to the conclusion that they had to adapt 
their business model again to match that of airlines, which 
also sells a product (a seat) for a specific amount of time and 
a specific space  (Furr & Dyer, 2014). All in all you can see the 
development in the company throughout these changes of 
business models. 

 
Recommendation to Jennifer:  
1. EXPAND TO OTHER MARKETS (E.G. EUROPE OR ASIA.)  
RTR is largely based in North-America and is a great success. 
But, there is a lot of potential in other parts of the world. The 
global online clothing rental market size is estimated to be 
around 1.12 billion $ in 2018 and is expected to grow in the 
upcoming years (“Online Clothing Rental Market Size”, 2019). 
North America led the market back in 2018 with roughly 40% 
of shares of the total market. Europe is second with around 
27% of market shares. Next to that, Asia Pacific is the fastest 
growing continent due to the quick development of countries 
like India and China (“Online Clothing Rental Market Size”, 
2019). All in all positive numbers for a possible global 
expansion. But to make it feasible it is advised to approach 
this expansion with great care. RTR should look at their 
competitors in other markets like Secoo in Asia or 
GlamCorner in Australia, by doing this they can analyze the 
differences between RTR’s own development and that of the 
competitors and see what strategies work and which do not 
work. The result is that RTR can learn from the mistakes from 
others and thus minimize the risk when entering a different 
market.  



business model: changes later on in RTR’s development are highlighted in blue. 
 
2. IF RTR EXPANDS TO OTHER MARKETS, WE WOULD ADVISE 
TO KEEP THE WOMAN CENTRAL. DO MORE PROJECTS LIKE 
“PROJECT ENTREPRENEUR” THAT COULD HELP WOMEN ALL 
OVER THE WORLD.  
RTR is a company that is especially focused on women. You 
can clearly notice that through the clothing itself and projects 
like “project entrepreneur”. So our advice is to continue this 
approach to purely focus on women. When RTR goes global 
and opens up stores in different continents, it would allow 
the sisterhood to grow. Moreover, it could unite women all 
over the world. Clothing/fashion is a great medium for 
women to talk about their culture or to express their 
emotions. Next to that, we believe that this platform and 
community could better the world concerning gender 

equality. RTR already strives for equality within the company 
(Hyman, 2018). Moreover, RTR participates in projects like 
“Project Entrepreneur” which helps female entrepreneurs 
with their businesses. More projects like these would give the 
company a good reputation and attract more customers. But 
more importantly, it would help women that need it the 
most.  An example could be that RTR could support women’s 
access to education in third world countries. Not only the 
company itself could support such projects but the whole 
sisterhood could help and raise awareness. As mentioned 
before, RTR could have a potential platform to unite women 
all over the world which would be a great goal that fits with 
the company.  
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